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The

OBSERVER

University of Maine at Portland-Gorham

February 8, 1972 Vol . 14 No. 13

A New Beginning

It has been seven weeks between the last edition of this pa-

per and today-a time when we were able to look at what we
have and where we must go. In that time the editor stepped
down, the Publications Board overruled our choice for editor,
and we were suggested not to print until action was taken re'
garding the editorship.
Last week a 3 man temporary editorial board was empowered to act as editors until the Board acted. We·have done so
and are printing today's issue as a result.
As the Publications Board asked, we are announcing the
opening of the editor's position. If you are interested we
want you to drop by the office and see us about it. Although
we do .have a staff choice, if yoli think you can do the job,
we want to give you the opportunity . .
Unlike what rumors may say, we are $150 in the red ... A
sum that can easily be taken care of with a little tight money.
Today's issue is unlike what we have ever done. It is primarily centered on the visual arts. We felt that by featuring
the talent seen at this university campus we could make persons aware that politics is not the essence of UMPG. We have
aimed this issue 'at huma;feeling.
·
Next week we ~11 structure ourselves in the traditional
sense, but for now we want to share the arts with you.

The OBSERVER is Dead ...
Long Live the OBSERVER!'

(

Treehouse Players Open Semester With Ethan Frome

-,

This Friday the Treehouse Piayers opened with their
second production for the 71-72 season ... ETHAN
FROME. Directed by Bill Steele, ti promises to be an
evening of fine theatre entertainment. Many Treehouse Players returned early during the semester break
to both rehearse. and work on the set construction.
The set was designed by Minor Rootes who is technical
director for the Treehouse· Players and illumination
was designed by Walter Stump, Lighting Director for
the Treehouse Players. Costumes have been designed
by Mrs. Nelle Rootes who has worked closely with
Treehouse Players productions for the last six years .
She is presently on the theatre staff as a stage costume
instructor and costume designer for the Treehouse
Players.
Ethan Frome is a nineteenth century domestic drama
set in the backwoods of early · New England. It is the
tragic story of three people's wasted lives. Their trngic
relationship ma]s.~s the conclusion as crushing as it is
dramatic.
Sharon O'Reilly who plays Zeena, Ethan Frome's domineering hypocondriac wife has been with the Treehouse Players Since 1965. In 1969 Sharon was award·
ed The Greatest Contribution to the Treehouse Players
in Four Years _Award. She has been involved with
many aspects of production at UMPG. She was a stage
hand in MR. ROBERTS, stage manager for MEMBER
OF THE WEDDING, and has played leading roles in
THE CRUCIBLE, THE RIVALS, and WALTZ OF
THE TOREODORS at UMPG.
.
Steve Kelley is presently involved with his second
dramatic production of the Treehouse Players since
transferring to UMPG a year ago. He left his mark as
an actor with his memorable performance of Tajamoro, the Japanese Bandit from the famous Japanese
folklore tale, RASHOMON. Steve will play the role
of Ethan Frome .
Karen McMahon is new to the Treehouse Players.
In the past she has been active with the Arts Theatre
productions at the Portland campus. Her list of credentials is long and impressive. She too, like Steve,
is an English major at UMPG. We look forward to her
performance as Mattie Silver, the young, shy cousin to
Zeena who falls in love with Ethan .
ETHAN FROME opens this Friday, the 4th and runs
the 5th, I 0th , 11th, and 12th at Russell Hall. Ror Tickets call ext. 303. All seats reserved .

Special Olympics
Needs Your Help

Pauline Howe and David Javor

Ethan Frome Reviewed: Strong Acting
Last Saturday ;night we attended a full house performance of ETHAN F ROMK by the Treehouse
Players.
The play directed by Bill Steele was, for the
most part, a rewarding evening of entertainment.
The set designed by Minor Rootes was a fine statement to the time and energies of the crew who put
tht; set together. The interior set was extremely
realistic as a turn of the century rustic background
for the play. The exterior of the set could best be
described as simple. A major problem with the set
were the long intervals between the scenes due to
the inadequacy of the stage space in Russell Hall.
This factor detracted considerably fr9m the con- ·
tinuity of the play.
The costumes were designed by Nelle Rootes, and
executed by the costume crew; a fantastic job in
bringing forth the authenticity of the play. The lighting design at Saturday night's performance tended to
take away from the production as a whole due to
what we imagined were technical difficulties. Another weak point of the production tended to be the
stage crew. The length of time the audience had to

Last spring ewer fourteen hundred boys and girls
congregated in ·Westbrook for the 2nd Maine Sepcial
Olympics. They were the center of attention in one
of Maine's biggest sports events. They were the hero's
in the parade and at the banquet, and everyone there
honored them . Do you think they took advantage of
it? You bet they did!
Those 1400 men tally retarded children gained ·more
in 2 days than they could get from any amount of
classroom exercises. They received that special admiration eabh athelete deserves. They were proud of
themselves for the job they had done.
Do you remember what you did last May ~2nd?
You may have been one of th~ many collegians who
was there to help. Or you may have just watched
knowing your financial contribution was well spent.
Or you may have been resting from the 2700 sand- ·
Word comes to us that ,the Office of Economic
wiches you made the night befdore
before.
Opportunity
(OEO) in one Maine county, which has
This year, again, the University of Maine at Port•
tried very hard to place Gorham work-study students
land and Gorham will be oounted upon for major
with local public agencies during the summer will try
contributions. Each organization at this college has
no longer. The reason is the general failure of those ·
been notified of the olympic needs. Donations of
responsible at UMPG to meet their responsibilities to
just $20 per group would bring iil $1,000. This,
students and agencies. It is understood that some ·
$1,000, Would provide hotel rooms for- about 750 OCumberland County agencies have long since given up
lympians. And ask anyone who was a chaperone last
on fitting Gorham students into . their summer proyear - it's an experience they'll never forget.
grams
for the same reason.
If you areiinterested in serving in any capacity, conApparently, other Maine schools and out of state
tack Kerry Priest, TKE House 839-3750, Pete Sandercolleges and universities see that student forms are
son, Towers, or Lynn Graves - Hastings. Also, a
- filled out and signed by parents, determine student
desk: sefirice will run in the student organization room
interests and skills, and contact OEO offices and
in the lounge weekday afternoons. A movie A Dream
agencies in an effort to place their work-study stuto Grow On will be shown sometime in the near fu.
dents before jobs are filled . Gorham administrators ·
ture .
(who are now serving both campuses) take a largely
So get involved. You'll give those kids two days
passive stance. Forms do not get signed, skills and
that they'll takl a~out for years. '
Kerry Priest

endure t9tal darkness during the scene changes was ridiculous. In fact, the boredom wa~ broken O_!lly by
the noise of the stage crew dropping things as they
cleared the stage.
The great strength of the play is the acting. Strong
performances were turned in by Tim Wooten, Steve
Kelley, Sharon O'Reilly, and Bill Wood. Kelley's
powerful but sympathetic Ethari F_rome was almost
matched by O'Reilly's Zenobia. Though in relatively
minor roles, Wood and . Wooten gave very ·believable
performances and added greatly to the general atinospher of the play. Karen McMahon's Mattie Lilvere
was uneven as her shyness sometimes gave way to boisterousness.
deehouse tradition, th
In what is becoming a Treehouse tradition, the _
play featured strong acting and _a weak choice of material. The play is strongly recommended for the acting, fine costuming, and compelling theme.
Ethan Frome continues its run Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of this week at Russell
Hall in Gorham. Curtain is at 8 p. m ..
MJF, KLG

OEO Cuts Summer Jobs
for PoGo Students
interests are not identified, and latecomer workstudy students identified only by name and with
dubious credentials from the work-study program do
not get jobs.
A second handicap stands in their way as. well.
While other schools set the agency share of the student's salary at 20%, Gorham h,as both set the salary
scale higher and insisted that the agencies pay 30%.
Having to pay a higher percentage of a higher salary ...
it's what they call pricing your goods out of the market. And where Gorham students have been hiree,
neither employers, paying more, nor other work·
study students, getting less, have been very happy.
The Chancellor has repeatedly urged the Univ.ersity
of Maine to serve the poor as well as the affluent.
Work-study is one way to serve those with limited .
financial means. From what we can tell that end is
not being served where work-study students are concerned.

Winter Weekend to Open ·Friday With Free Gorham Concert
The first annual UMPG Winter Weekend will be
held this coming Friday, Saturady, and Sunday with
a wide variety of activities planned for both on and
off campus. Based on the theme, The Times They
Are A Changin', the schedule includes movies, a free
Friday concert in Gorham featuring Jaime Brockett,
an intercollegiate hockey game at- the Expo field, a
greaser dance in Portland on Saturday night with the
best of the grease (couples, singles, dancers) winners
of Vitalis, bobbi sox, or an Elvis platter.
Snow sculptures will be built on both campuses,
the judging coming from Student Affairs. The wrap
up is a J. Geils concert with Crazy Horse in Gorham.
Friday, Fe-bruary 11
2 pm Movie, Gorham
4 pm Movie, Portland
8 pm Jaime Brockett Concert, Gorham
Saturday, February ·12
10 am Snow Sculpture Judging
I pm Skating Party--Deering Oaks (buses)
Hockey Game
8 pm Greaser Dance, Portland Cafeteria (Smith)
Sunday, February 13
Skiing
Ice Hockey
8 pm J . Geils
Concert
Crazy Horse
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Elections Soon, Papers
Available Today

A special campus election will be-held as a result
of the resignation of two members of the Council, the
Elections Chairman Bob · Grant announced last week.
Gone from the Council are Marty Murphy and Steve
Jackson, both having resigned seats last week.
Nominating _papers are available in the Registrar's
office today and for the rest of the week. Allpapers
must ahve SO signatures and must be returned to the
office no later than February 14 (next Monday). The
elec.tions will be, held the 23rd and 24th of thi~
month.

Administrative Courses
Interest Others
Rider College has introduced a new academic concept this year which permits students in any major
field of study to incorporate into their study programs
special administrative courses.
" The demand is growing for graduates in many
specialized areas who also have administrative skills.
We hope to' meet the demand," says Raymond F.
Male, the former New Jersey Labor and Industry Commissioner and director of the program in administration.
"The double major program for administrators is set
In the most recent installment in the year-old - up with teh idea, for example, that science students
pursuit of a dean, the Administration produced its
may want just a career in research but may want to
point toward scientific administration work."
own choice and, with the cooperation of the Search
No matter what the field, says Male, "the modem
Committee, was able to place an offer in his hands
administrator faces such common problems as person(ear) a week later. In the process th e procedures · nel, public relations, program planning, budgeting and
were shredded six or seven ways. The effect of the · communications. There is a definite need for gradunseemly haste~to make the choice of a candidate
uates with these special admbistrative talents to comwith - strong credentials dubious--whether one is
plement the traditional disciplines. We find students
bothered about the procedures or not.
returning five or six years after graduation wanting to
Now, Mr. Roberts tells us, the Search Committee
to retool for administrative positions."
(still without an acceptance) 'will soldier on,' preInitially, the program will make use of courses alsumably dealing with women candidates as soldiers
ready included in the Rider curriculum. A student
are want to do.
will pursue a course of study combining the core requirements of the college, the major requirements of
Meanwhile, the Liberal Arts faculty .....
his major plus a guided· selection of courses from the
offerings of the administrators program.
These include a variety of courses in accounting,
public and urban financing,~statistics, personnel, communications, public administration, social psychology,
community relations, e1mnomics, politics and environment.
Male says the program will not only enable Rider to
The Governance Review Committee will
utilize
more fully its teaching capacity in the critic\tl
hold hearings this Thursday for Students in
area of executive administration while providing spe- ·
209 Bonney from 1-3 and 118 Bailey from cial research opportunities but also will be responsive
3-5. Among the possible topics will be the to social needs. "It will offer a flexibility and diveridea of electing student representatives by
sity consistent with the needs of a changing society
School or College rather than the present at- and the demands for new and better ways to improve
karge basis...
the skills and educational standards of those who make
decisions in society, " he says.

Where Is That Dean of Liberal Arts?
Does the Liberal Arts College need a dean? Who
will he/she/it be? How will he/sh~/it be chosen?
When will he return from the South Pole? Or:
How many women · candidated must be sacrificed
to bring him back? And if he returns, will his plans
stop at Portland?
One thing is certain. If the Search Committee and
the Administration run true to form or have any say
about it--and they may--the dean will not be chosen
via the procedures established by the Liberal Arts
College.
One non-nominee.got down to the wire in !January
because (a) the majority of the Search Committee
considered the procedure by which the College created it valid but not the procedures by which the
College told it to operate, (b) Search Committee
Chairman Roberts considered that he was a better
judge of whether the College would vaive the fiveyear teaching requirement than the College, and
(c) the Administration chose to undercut the integrity
of the College's formal action denying the waiver and
go with Roberts.
At the same time, a bona fide nominee was not
considered because the Administration claimed that
it only asked for three names (including that of the
non-nominee).

Governance Hearings

l2J!1i
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Editorials

Of Thank Yous
and Porno
fom & Ilue &Sigmund & EnilY,

Help the Journal
The -history of literary magazines at this university
finds t hat the past four years have been the most produc
tive amongst the -artist s and editors...and th e most unreresponsive among the, student politicians responsible for
funding the journals.
The magazine has evolved from a twice yearly mimeographed 8½ by 11 booklet ( the i.e., edited by Vin
Decarolis) into a bound booklet (Daemon; Don Stanley,
edit or) and finally resulting in the current thrice yearly
Cat Mousam Journal, a paperback compiled and composed completely on campus. There even appeared a second effort, The Lighthouse -- Mike Fitzpatrick and
Mike Caron being the catalyst around which a monthly
magazine was produced. The ex posure given the student, faculty, and other artists printed in these magazines as well as the growing sophistication of the student production methods was a thing that all students
involved in the era could be pleased with. Thus the
Publications Board last week voted to recommend the
continued financial support of the editor (nex t year's
editor) to the tune of $500. This reflects the Board's
understanding of what a good literary magazme can do
for the campus.
But . .. the Student Affairs Committee did not agree
and refused to grant the award to next year's editor.
We ask you (and them) if they really know anything about literary magazines? Or are we still residing in the
early '60's when Student gevernments in the university
system thought of the magazine as a frivilous thing, not
equal to the status accorded to the campus newspaper?
(A status that is very questionable indeed if one looks about these days). We ask ourselves these questions:
Does the magazine really need the student financial support? Will the editor really need a grant equal to that of
the newspaper's top man? If Cat Mousam Joarnal is to
continue the growth trend set in the past several years,
then the_answer is yes. We hope that the SAC will tum
its decision around when Mr. Fitzpatrick appeals to
them in the near future. Is it true that the arts can be
ignored •each year and survive? We're kidding ourselves
if we think they can.

Disguised Racism
Recently the Board of Trustees voted free tuition,
room and board to any Indian student in this state who
qualified for admission to a state college, _univ_ersi~y, or
vocational training school. For the first tuhe m__h1story
since the naming of an Indian as head of the state bureau of Indian affairs this state is doing something in the
way of making at least a partial c?m_pensatio~ t? Ind~an
for having once taken his land, his hfe, and his 1dent1ty.
For once there is hope for the Maine Indian.
Following the passing of this milestone, however, a
group of "concerned" citizens ro~e up and cried "discrimination". In a democratic (usmg the word loosely,
of course) society such as ours they have every right to
do so. Unfortunately democracy works in strange ways
and, more often than not, it does not work in favor of
the American Indian.
The dissenting group is right to call the scholarship
discriminatory. All scholarships discriminate in .~ne
way or another. Oftentimes, howev~r, the spec1f1c!1tions on the past performance prereqms1te for grants I?,
aid are such that the old phrase "them that has, get
holds true.
Rhetorically speaking then, the group ~hich woulC:
deny aid to Indian students would den~ aid to all_ s~uden ts. This doesn't simply verge on the msane. It 1s msane. Beyond simple rhetoric, however, lies the fact
that this group , wherever its bias lies, may well squelch
one opportunity for the Maine I~dian to ri~e fron:i th_e
squalid conditions on the reservations to a hfe wp,1ch 1s
beneficial not only to himself, but also to the greater
community. If the question comes to a referendum, the
voter's only answer can and must be "yes". If it goes t o
court, the judge and(or jury mu~t find in favor of ~he
Maine Indian. If the scholarship 1s lost, we are all guilty
of a kind of murder.

Rated X
College yearbooks nearly yearly die of drear
boredom when they 're issued every June . It's ·
refreshing to see one that's not ru n of the paper
mill- one without pictures of soro rity sisters
and their brothers crammed onto a divan, quarter- , half- , and full backs in their varsity drag,
and beauty queens with their shining tee th and
pim pleless complexions.
But last year along came Gumbo , g product .
of Louisiana Sta te University and one of the
first X-rated yearbooks. Gumbo got itself into

Subscription rates

· Only you can set yourself free.
Staff:
Scott Alloway
Peter Cates
Chickie Cusick
J. Michael Erspamer
Kathy. Greene
David Javor

Randy Judkins
Brian L. Kendrick
Dyan McCarthy
Joanne Stockwell
Paul Whitmore
Charles Swett

Full year : $5
Semester; $3
Month :
$1

producing an honest representation of student
!if~. Maybe she was too honest .
Included in the book was a red , white , and
blue marijuana cigarette ; a series of satires on
such sanctions as motherhood; and four photos of nudes taken in art classes. which changed
the book's rating from R to X.
Gumbo was a partial success. Students loved
the book and fo r the first time in the college's
history , Gumbo went into a second printing.
The State Legislature , however, wasn' t so
pleased. A resolution of disapproval was passed
and one legislator who once attacked the teaching of Shakespeare in the school system said, " I
have never seen more nasty pictures . A student
cannot show it to his little brothers and sisters.
1\nd the LSU student body president retorted, " Anybody who thinks this book has good
pornographic value hasn't seen good pornography ."
Gumbo follows the inevitable student press
pattern. Four years ago campus papers . ran
what were labeled obscene words, back when
the watchword, telling it like it is, was telling
it as it was .
Now it seems yearbooks h ave gotten in the
picture by getting in the pictu res of nu de bodies, student smoking habits, and other aspects
of life on campus. Maybe one provocative picture is worth one thousand four-letter words.

Rumour Has It ...
by the staff.. .
... that a certain southern Maine· student newspaper t akes leave of its sens~s and will begin
publishing again .. .that the self same newspaper ahs finally fo und out where its fundi!]g is ...
that the self same funding was being held up even though the funding was approved ... that this
newspaper mentioned has a printing bill it wants to pay ...that another southern Maine student
newspaper didn 't pay their bill but merely changed pri nte rs ... that a certain student body chairman has been called elite .. .that a not e arrived saying that self same chairman wasn't , and asking
why cake wasn' t a good bread substitute ...that a certain student member of the Governance committee whp last year nearly went t o the barricades for student rights stated this year that the st\!._:dent s don't need to be heard from ... that a certain unnamed English prof actually asked that the
students be given hearings ...that a certain President of a certain southern Maine institution died
over intercession ... that the same's family didn't notice any difference ...that the student body
didn ' t know they had a President.. .that photo credits are a thing of the past ...that a sense of humor i::arried through the Gorham student lounge foosball game last Saturday night...that a cer- _
tain Light Rose enabled that sma e game to be carried to a strange conclusion ...that UMPG really has a studen t newspaper. ..that the aforementioned newspaper is underground ...that the g,reatest comeback since the resurrec tion will soon be made ...and finally , that rum or has it.

Business Manager Wanted
Salary Available .............. .
See OBSERVER Office ...

Letters...
Gorham Playhouse
State St r:eet -Gorham
Catch-22
Goodbye, Columbus
Thursday Night On ...

The OBSERVER
Univ. of Maine at Portland-Gorham
Gorham, Me. 04038

•

In a book entitled Hitchhikers Handbook ,
author Tom Grimm gives hints on how to hitchhike your way across t own, cross-coun try , or
even across the stree t.' With his suggestions ,
Grimm has changed hitching from just anothe r
all-thumbs mode of getting a lift to an art form . '
Here are some of his suggestions :
Always smile and look pleasant.
/ Work on the drivers' guilt feeling. " If a
hitchhike r looks unclean and dangerous, the
driver's conscience doesn't bother him much ."
Look the driver right in the eye . "Eye to
eye contact makes him feel uneasy about driving past you .'·
Use a destination sign instead of your thumb
as Grim m syas this attracts attention and gives
t he tlriver some information . He also suggests
writing HELP or I _Give Green Stamps on your
sign or just holding it upside down.
Other Grimm acts include using a large , fake .
rub ber thu mb to at tract attention , travelling
with a guy if you ' re a girl , and having Thank
You cards with your name and address engraved on them .
Shades of Dale Carnegie, Freud, and Emily ...

$1.25 Admission ...

839-4000
each show plays once

To the Editor:
I read with interest your last
edi torial in which you speak of
the present war between India,
Pakistan, and Bangla De,sh.
I wish to point out an error,
however. China does not support the guerillas; on the contrary , it supports Yahyakahn. This
explains why' the Maoist faction
of the "New Left" has been silent on the issue of Bengla Desh.
From my point of view, it is Buchenwald and Treblinka all over
again.
J also wonder why it is that
1000 southern Maine students
were able to muster so much
t ime and energy storming City

Hall in May of 1970 , yet David
Berenson who had two posters
up at the Portland Campus for
contributions for Bengali refugees has received from that campus the total sum of one dollar.
Last month your paper ran an
ad asking for donations for Bengali refugees. And now your editorial : I'm not sure what response you got. I can tell you,
David Berenson is working with
and thru the Catholic Medical
Mission. Every dollar he raises is
matched by $25 from the Catholic Medical Mission . If anyone
would like to contribute money,
David can be reaclied at 77 31062.
.
Harlan Baker
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Text by Lynn Franklin with permission
of Maine Sunday Telegram

photo by Lynn Franklin

BERENICE ABBOTT lives at the end of the
road to Blanchard beside the Appalachian trail in
· a big white house with red roof and green trim.
Twenty feet away the Piscataquis river pushes
past grey rocks ground round by the ice of n?rth
central Maine winters. On the western bank light
plays over birches, the edge of a wilderness of no
road for 20 miles, then 80 m9re miles to Quebec.
"You're on the edge of the Christian world," I
s~d.

_... .,..._,

.,. ...-._ - .-- .
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"I'm as far as I can get' and it's not far
enough for me," she replied.
Berenice Abbott, a spritely pixy who wears
' hel' hair cut short, is one of the few internationally known woman photographers. Indeed,
at the Museum of Modern Art's exhibition, "In
Our Time," in 1939, she was the ooly woman represented.
Born in Springfield, Ohio, in 1898, she dropped
out of Ohio State University halfway through her
sophomore year but by 1926 was firmly launched
into her career as a photographer with a one man
show in Paris.
-

Including that first show, she has had 30 ma•
jor exhibitions, the most recent being a 1970 retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art in New
York.
Of her 11 books among the least important but
probably best known here is "A Portrait Of
Maine," with text by Chenoweth Hall, published
-in 1968. Her "Eugene At.get Portfolio," 20 photographic prints from his original glass negatives,
. was responsible for res~rrectin1g this grea~ early
French photographer; m 1941 her "A Gmde To
Better Photography" became a guidepost 1or
photographers of serious purpose, and her first
book, "Changing New York," published in 1939
follqwing four years of work under a Federal
Arts Project, has been called the greatest collection of New York photographs ever made.
Miss Abbott stepped into photography from
sculpture, which, after a period in New York, she
studied with Bourdelle in Paris and in Berlin at
the Kuntschule. She entered into the two-dimoo'sional world as , a photographic assistant to the
American artist Man Ray in Paris in 1923. It was
by.accident, she recalls.

JEAN COCTEAU
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" I needed a job badly and Man Ray, who'd
had a assistant who thought he knew it all, got
sort of tired of that and decided he'd get some,
body who didn't know anything. I said what
about me? I don't know a darn thing. Hire me.
So he did.
"I learned from scratch. I think I printed well
early. He was amazed and so was I. I had been
doing sculpture and drawing so I could tell a
good print pretty fast, get the plasticity, the third
dimensional quality to it.
"I took to it like a duck takes to water. In no
time at all I was very glad to give up sculpture.
I thought photography was great so I just stuck
to that. I worked very hard at my job.
"After he took the picture, I finished it up. I
developed, printed, made proofs and straightened
them, spotting them, matting _them. I had to
learn to spot.
"He was amazed. I was more amazed than
anybody. So he gave me a little more money~
worked for him - I didn't think much about myself. I never saw him take a picture. He clin't
teach me anything about· pictures; it was all the
finishing work. He did only portraits then. Later
on I found I could take portraits too, and that
was a still bigger surprise.
"Eventually I was sort of pushed out by circumstances, like a bird leaving the nest. I
learned and found I could do it.
"I think what happens today, a lot of pupils
take a job to learn and then go out on their own
v·ery quickly. Oftoo they're not ready for it and
they run into trouble. Apprenticeship is very,good
to learn by."
J ames Joyce and Jean Cocteau were among
her first sitters.
" If you're not passionately interested in the
subject; I don't see that there will be, can be,
any 'good work. In photography, it's. the subject
that has to drive you. It's not like painting. I
think all the relations of photography to painting
are deadly. It's the worst thing th..:t can happen
to it, and it's the thing that's held it back: imitating painters all the time. Photographers lose
themselves that way. Subjects for paintings are
not always subjects for photography.
"A lot of work nowadays, sculpture, painting,
photography, is sheer escapism, it doesn't
amount to a row of beans. They don't know
themselves what they me·an, don't know what
they are saying or doing. And a lot of it is. ex~remely pretentious.

BUTCHER SHOP

;

.

JAMES JOYCE
"Beauty comes out of the subject. If they re-·
alize it and express it, that's the beauty.
"The beauty is how well they succeed in tell~
ing you how they felt about it. If they felt in any
significent way, if it wasn't trite ~r sentimental
or stupid or something like that, well then it's
not worth doing anyway. If it has any content to
it, any substance or any understanding and they
get that across, manage to get that across, that's
a kind of beauty, as much beauty as you're ever
going to get.

About young people using photography as a
means of self E:.xpression.
"They don't know often what they mean.
You're not projecting your emotions onto a twodimensional piece of paper. Your emotions have
to be steered by your intellect as far as your
work is concerned. Who cares about your emotions except you?
'
·
"People can stress too much emotion. Self expression is an escape because you're a product of
. your time and we're all affected by the · time
we're born in.
"I've been reading Chaucer lately, and boy is
that fun! What a prisoner· of .his time he was,
just a rank prisoner. This business of knighthood: fighthg to the death, the death! over
some woman. People don't fight to the death
over some female. A woman should fight to the
death for herself.

EXCHANGE PLACE

STATUE OF LIBERTY
RAILROAD YARD

...

/'

DJUNA BARNES

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
"Watch out for photography dealers. They
expect a whole new turnover every three years
because most of their customers are rank
amateurs who think the camera makes the
photograph. This is partly due to the technological aspect of America. We put too much
faith in the instrument, in the machine, and don't
give ourselves, don't face the music, don't learn
to see. And that's what it's all about.
"Maybe the young people today see and live
well, but tor them to see photograph1cal!y ts another thing. They see and react. They react to
subject quite often the way writers do. But to
react photographically, to what will register in a
two-dimensional print of fairly small size, that's
another way of seeing;
"That's going to take a lot of seeing and a lot
of photographing. Right here, for example, you'd
get a lot of dirty blacks, shadow areas, dull,
whereas luminous shadow detail is very nice
when you get it.

"I love to see young people's work, see where
- they're at, see what they're up to. Whether they
realize their good intentions is another problem.
So often they fall below the standards they have
set for themselves.
''We really have not progressed much in photography. This is t'he sad truth. We think we
have. We talk about it. We think we have faster
cameras. I defy anybody to show me a 35mm to
compare with a larger size plate.'
"America has a long way to go. It's in a state
of transition, and if young artists-photographers
can photograph it their work will be true and
important."

UNDER THE EL

"When I photographed Atget in Paris and
saw his work in 1927, the year he died, he
was using large format equipment. Do you
think he could have gotten the quality, the detail in his work with 35mm? Of course not.
The only thing out of _<!ate was his _willing- ~
ness to carry around a big, heavy camera.

•

EL AT COLUMBUS AVENUE AND BROADWAY

"I have doubts sometimes about whether I
should have returned. I came back because I
got sort of nostalgic for America. I had to decide whether I was going to be here or be there
f01·- good."
Thus it was tbat in 1929 Bereniece Abbott left
Europe and discovered a passion for New York
where she became a successful photographer for
Life, and Fortune.

It was in 1954 while she was photographing
Route 1 along the Atlantic coast that she discovered Maine. She bought her present house in 1956
and moved into it permanently .12 years later.
At 73 she says she intends to live to be 102.
She's curious, she says. She wants to find
out what the next millenium will be like.

BERENICE ABBOTT is currently exhibiying a group
of her photographs at the Art Gallery on the Gorham
campus. Included are pictures' from her science series,
New York, and faces of the Twenties.
In the new student gallery are portraits by JOANNE
SHIELDS, about whom Lynn Franklin says, "She has
a very great deal to say about those who offered them- ·
selves to her camera."
A preview of her works will appear next week.

CHRISTOPHER STREET SHOP
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At the
Movies_
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GORHAM, MA INE

Orson Welles
Orson Welles started reading Shakespeare at age
three, studied magic with Harry Houdini during childhood, and was the voice of the Shadow (of radio
fame) while in his early twenties. During this time he
also was responsible for the famous War of the
Worlds broadcast on Halloween of 1938, along with
staging as updated version of Juliu's Caesar featuring
modern dress on a bare stage and capitalizing on the,
then, recent news of the rising dictatorships in Europe.
Three years after the Martian scare broadcast Welles
made his first movie, cimsidered by many the greatest
American movie ever made, Citizen Kane. Welles directed it, acted· in it, and helped Herman Mankiewicz,
an extremely talented and controversial writer of the
30's write the script.
After Citizen Kane which was expected of the
young Wlilles , but fo r several reasonsm
young Welles, but fo r several reasons many critics along with the public we re disappointed. This is not
to say that Welles was a one picture director - he
wasn't, many of his films are still considered classics
(his Magnificunt Ambersons rated on the same level
as Citizen Kane) and as one critic put it, 'watching
Orson Welles' mistakes is better than watching most
directors' successes.'
Welles if often theatrical in his approach to filmmaking and will use any trick or gimmick to make a
scene, sequence, or even picture work.

Because Orson Welles was and is such a controversial and important force in the art of film, the Gorham Film Society is showing 11 of his 12 major films
in .the months of February and March ( the 12th one ,
Falstaff, his most recent picture , is presently being
negotiated for and will hopefully be shown sometime

during the semester).
The Films of Orson Welles like the John Ford Petrospective of last year will attempt to offer the people
in the Portland-Gorham area an oppol,'tuhity to study
and enjoy the particular style and themes of a major
motion picture director.

,

Concert/Lecture to Benefit from SAC,
Quality to Improve with Grant

Each week this paper will take something out
of old UMPG newspapers to share with you ...
For the most part it will be in a lighter vein, a
look at today's campus "names" and what or
rather, what not, occurred in the past ...

MAX

MILLARD,

Howard Menninger, one of the many people in
that already overcrowded complex known as Student
Affairs , was showing me a letter last Friday from a
student complaining that for his $8.00 activity fee
he was receiving little if any benefits. The student's
letter seemed to be bothering Menninger momentarily
since the student, whoever he or she was, did have a
legitimate gripe. The question of whatever happened
to my eight dollars never occured to me before this
(I didn't even know the fee was eight dollars) because
I just assume that I am going to hand out a lot of
. money to the school each semester and never stop to
itimize what goes where.
Later that Friday I attended a Student Affairs
Committee where , if that student had been present
(and who knows, maybe he was). He would have no__.

The Stein
October 18, 1968
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Today's Answer
AOROSS
2. Western
1. Fountain
or Spanish
treat
3. Reckless
5. Caviar
4. Some
8. Augury
5. Furious
9. Missal
6. "The
stand
Good
12. Tax
Earth"
13. " - i n
heroine
Boston"
7. Spirit
15. Asian river
lamps
16. Take for
10. Nurse
a sucker
(3wds.}
17. Soughtout 11. Race
information
between
19. Authenteams
ticate
14. Cross
20. Govt.
out
agent
21. Caustic
substance
22. Conjunction
23. Conceit
25. Method
27. Present
29. Peruvian
Indian
31. Golf's
Arnold

33. Went
hungry
35. Alfonso's
queen
36. At this time
37. Medicine
38.Thick
39.Israeli
port
40. Thrice
(Lat. }

41. Tinted

DOWN
1. Not flimsy

--

16. Ward
ICJ3 AO I 1:1 3 .l
off .
31'!:>
3S N3 01
18. Truck l"l n1'!
.l"' 31'! 3H
style
VN3 03 I\~ Vl.S
23. Zounds! 1:13 w, Vd I 'rl :)NI
AVM
.l :!
24. Hodges
-o ~3•0 NV25.Desire
3 ... , -N 'r/W .1 •
26. Paid a
30
3S• 03
3, ~If NI:! • I
price
03 NN .,,•- A I\ 3,
28. Term
1'!V J., 'rl • N3 ~o
of
30 ij • VO OS
office
30."32. Was in a
YouGlad
You're
frenzy
You?"
34. Flower
31. - - out
holder
(weaken}
37. Pop

•~-
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ticed that an · appropriation totaliing $15,000 was
passed giving the Student Activities Committee the
power to set up a concert lecture series for this semester. As it was set forth at the Friday meeting , the
concert lecture series would be free to the students
of UMPG with an admission being charged to faculty
administration, and the general public. The start of a
program such as this one is long overdo at UMPG;
although I understnad that there is already a lecture
series on the campuses it is certainly not a well publicized one (probably due to the fact that they are
underfunded , or there is nothing to publicize , or
both) and with the addition of this student oriented
concert lecture series that is well funded UMPG second semester should be -offering a fair amount of services for their money .

---------,
WHEN

YOU'RE. HITTING
THE e,ooic::s/ TAK&

A OEE.R.l~G

IC.E C~EAM

Poetry

0REAI( ••• ANO
COOLITt

-o0

0
He Who has no home
Will not build one now,
Who has been alone
Alone will always remain

SOB MAIN STREE.T

WEST&ROO.- tc::.,

Will wake up read write
Long letters to those unseen
From exile
Will walk streets
(where roses once grew)
For a long time each night
While the brown
Dead
Leaves flee solitary far away
in,to the grave
where Autumn lies at long last
alsleep.
Alex Holt

Sing A Song Of Aruerit·an Pie
Lately-everybody seems to be
trying to figure out· the ingredients of Don McLean's "Amer
ican Pie."
The song. a nine minute view
of the music of the last ten
vears. has become the subjt'ct
of endless attempts at inter
pretation. It is now the nuni
ber one album and single on
all the various record charts
a rare achievement.
It's all happened so v e r y
quickly for songpoet McLean
First, "American Pie" has
turned out to be one of the
fastest selling single records m
record business history. The
album version is close behind
in sales.
Don has been the focus. of
intense interest on the part of
newspapers , magazines and
televis10n.
Even the -rock community
has embraced " American Pie.'·
and Rolling Stone, the under
ground musical bible,, has called the hit single ··song of the
year .''

Yet. for all the attention , no
one has yet been able to pin
a description on Don McLean .
Some see him as a folk sing
er, and although he does perform with just an acoustic gui.tar for accompaniment. and is
a part of the folk music com
munity, having worked with
the likes of Pete Seeger. Josh
White and Brownje !'ylcGhee,
he is somethingmore. Besides,
folk singers aren't supposed to
have · hit records and "Ameri
can Pie" has proved to be one
of the fastest selling records
around.
Some see him as part of the
rock revival, and it is true
that McLean is a great fan of
the late B u d d y Holly and
"American Pie" is, in part, a
tribute to early rock. But early
rock and roll singers wouldn't
have committed themselves to
as volatile a movement as ecol
ogy, which Don has done for
years.
Still others say it ·s the voice
and the strum that do it, and
McLean has been compared to
the likes of James Taylor, Neil
Young and Elton John. And
yet he is like none of them.
What Don is is a little bit of
all these things. And more.
"I don't write just to w.rite,"
he'll tell you . "I want to build
a catalog of songs that will
say something about. the human condition. When the songs
are true they last, even when
the truth changes, l\,.nd sometimes it does .
I am an optimist wihout illusion. I am also an idealist
without illusion. My optimism

'

ting. Due to anatomic variations, it would be a
mistak~ to assume there is a standard way to
wonder how possible would it be for this to hap- . have intercqwse ..,what works is fine. The basic
principle involved in a woman having orgasm is
pen to any young person? Wouid you please exthat she is sexually excited; and that she receives
plain in lay terms what Hughes died from exactly
the right kind of stimulation. The stimulation is
and what, if anything, a young person could do
usually indirect to the clitoral area. There are no
to prevent such a condition from developing.
ANSWER: Working from newspaper reports on- points awarded for being able to have an orgasm
st.ems from the fact that I
in more than one position.
ly, it appears that Hughes died of a sudden blockhave my own beliefs as to thP
The solution to your problem is obvious .. .
ing
of
one
of
the
arteries
supplying
blood
to
the
capacity of people to change ."
your
wife can have an orgasm in the position she
heart.
The
heart
is
a
specially
shaped
muscle
and
One of the major themes io
prefers and you can have one in the position you
Don's two albums for United
derives its oxygen supply from several small arArtists has been ecology. the
prefer. To answer the-obvious question that you
teries (coronary arteries). which go through the
struggle to save what"s left of
cannot have simultaneous orgasms-so what!?
heart substance itself. When one of these arteries
our air. and water.
Many people enjoy their partners' as much as
becomes
blocked
suddenly,
the
muscle
ceases
to
McLean has been involved m
their own and do not object to them occuring
work and death occurs_ Our arteries begin to dethe ecological movement in
many ways. He has travelle:l
teriorate at an early rate at widely varying rates; separately, figuring that they get two for the
up and down his native Hud price of one.
depending upon heredity, stress, metabolic dison River valley carrying a
QUESTION: Is there any harm in stopping taseases,
and
probably
diet.
messag·e of ecological warning
king birth control pills a few days or a week earlSome people- are afflicted with particularly
One of the original members of
y
in order to make· your period come at a more
bad
arteries
at
a
very
early
age
and
this
appears
anti pollution sloop Clearwa
ter, Don has also served as _ to have been the case with Hughes. Fortunately,
convenient time? Will this increase the chance
Hudson River Troubador for
of pregnancy even if the next month's pills are
death from coronary disease at a young age is
the New York State Council of
very unusual, which in part explains the atten- started after the proper seven day wait?
the Arts. In that role he did 25
ANSWER: Ovulation is under the control of sevconcerts in six short weeks . - tion such tragedies attract. He was obviously in
good physical condition, which gives some indi- eral hormones. The birth control pill creates a
sometimes singing up to 40
songs a day to crowds of from
cation of how complex the problem is.
hormonal condition resembling early pregnancy,
2 to 2.C::JO.
We cannot do much about heredity, and at
thus resulting in inhibition of the usual release
Recently, Don has done a
times_
have
surprisingly
little
control
over
how
of
an egg each month. In order to be effective,
television public service an·
stressful
our
lives
are;
this
mainly
leaves
the
matthe
pill must be taken each and every day for the
- nouncement for The Sierra
ters of diet and excercise. Studies on diet and prescribed length of time. Skipping pills mr
'Club, a major conservation
group, and this spot is being
excercise and the prevention of coronary disease _ shortening the period of time on the pill runs
broadcast nationally.
are still inconclusive, and all one can say is if ex- the risk that normal processes will break through
Although "American Pie" has
cercise makes you feel better, then do it. .Al- the supression of ovulation set up by th~ pill. In
become such a staggering suc though the matter of diet is also complicated, shortening the cycle by a couple days you would
cess, McLean has not let the
uproar change his lifestyle. He
many feel that the American diet is too high in probably not run a risk, but a week is asking for
still lives in a small house near
certain fats that may contribute to the degen~r- trouble.
the ,Hudson River in upstate
Most pregnancies that occur in women taking
ation of arteries. Some hereditary forms of inNew York. He still performs
creased blood fat levels can be modified oy ap- the pill are due to failure to follow instructions.
without a back-up band and he
propriate diet and medication and a person with If more than one pill is missed during a cycle-; the
still refuses to come up with
easy interpretations for "Amer
a history of heart disease in his family might be pill should be con,tinued but an alternate form of
ican Pie."
wise to consult a physician to discuss diet modi- contraception should be used for the rest of the
"People ought to rely on
fication. Smoking appears to be a particularly month. The menstrual period thl!t occurs when
their own feelings about somenoxious
influence on the heart and may be more , the pill is stopped is not a true period but is· rething,' ' Don said. "If some
in the control of an individual than most people lated to the withdrawal of one of the hormones
thing makes you feel a certain
way then there's -no reason to
in the pill. There is no physiological reason for
would like to admit.
analyze it to decide why. The
having
this "period" but a woman used to menQUESTION: My wife and I are very compatable
problem is that people are
struating tends to become anxious when she does
sexually
with
one
exception.
My
wife
seems
to
never satisfied until thev've
be able to achieve climax with the standard man not have a period.
destroyed what.ever magic they
If a woman on the pill desires to have a period
found in the first place. And
above position in sexual intercourse. This is fine,
I believe in magic."
at
a more convenient time, then she would be
except I would like a little variety. I am wonderAs you can see, it really isn't
better off taking the pill for a longer period of
ing
whether
this
problem
is
due
to
a
physiologieasy to pin a label on Don
cal attribute or whether my wife may have some time delaying. the period rather than bringing it
McLean. But there is one thin~
psychological hang-up which prevents her from on early. This means messing around with the
you can be sure of, he is a
new artist with a great deal
neatly prepacked pills, marking calenders, etc ..
achieving climax in other positions.
to say, and a clear mastery of
ANSWER: Some people find that one or anoth- . Unless she understands the principles involved
the way to say it best .
er position in sexual intercourse is more stimula- thoroughly, she is risking contraceptive accident
(Pregnancy).

a

2- H' you have too tttUCh
to drinl<, eat a kosher
dill pickle be+'ore
retiring . LJ<:,yr 111outh
will Ceel oetter t1€.)(t

a s1::unk attack,
a qood scrubbing
with tomato juice

will help the smell .

lonely_, get drunk, give

Heart Failure in Y01.1th
Position and Satisfaction
.The .Pill and Timing it Right

QUESTION: Due to the recent death of Detroit
Lions football player Chuck Hughes, I began to

Right! 1-_I-l'_your
g or• dog
1s victim ~

3- 1-1' !JOU're bored and

bag

by Arnold Werner, M.D.
Copyright, 1971
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box 974, East
Lansing, Mi. 48823

The Board of Higher Education of Massachusetts
has informed the financial aid office that students
who are residents of Massachusetts can now obtain
applications for the "Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education Scholarship" by writing to:
The Commonweal th of Massachusetts
Board of Higher E~ucation
l 82 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts

Y~y we're
gonna
record Folk
i<emedies'?

the

morning.

And

that'll

... And boredom r...

since.you'll soon

help .
receive a visit ~mm
gour qog a good
loneliness?! a couple o1} old
so-ubbing with pickle
biddies +'r0t11 the
juice, then make him
'5.PC.A.
eat a l<Dsher dill tomato.

Platter Perspective

Peter Cates

The Kinks---Muswell Hillbillies
RCA--lsp 4644--$5.79

.
The musical substance of
most rock _albums during the ·
past year has been nil but occas- .
ionally something appeared that
one could sink his teeth · into
with a degree of satisfaction_
Two fine examples immediately
come to mind. The first Who's
Ne:xt, by the creators ~f th
much acclaimed and much m~
ligned rock opera, Tommy, was
a potent illustrat{on.of a group's
ability to mature and expand
musically . . The second is release by a quintet iff high-calib~e
British musicians who have manag~d to survive the prostituted,
commercialized, ephemeral, banal, dog-eat-dog jungle in which
most pop music today thrives.
For those of you who have never really given the Kinks a
thorough listening (I confess to
being in this category), now is
the time to byu and enjoy their

a

latest recording which marks
their debut With RCA (and thus
serving as mmuch-needed relief
from the garbage thay has been
spewing forth from that compartylike excrement)_
Their music is a bouncy, funky, earthy compo.site of a v~riety of moods rangmg from fn_volily ~d gaiety to profundity,
pessimism and despair without
~e '\vearying, self~conscious, hoher-than-thou att~tudes of so
many · slllky, mop~ng bard_s now
on the scene. Ray Davies is a
natural poet with an innate sense
of the pains, fears and difficulties of life in this contemporary
society. ' ~20th Century Man" ev,okes man's neverending battle
to avoid being overridden by the
techno\ogical era and to retain
his stability ("Don't wanna get
myself shot down/By some trigger happy policeman/Gotta keep
a hold on my sanity/I'm a twen-

tieth century man but I don't
wan~a die here."). "Alcholl:3' is
an account of a man who, in trying to live up to the false demands of his society, destroys
himself in the process ("Oh demon alcohol,/Sad memories I
cannot recall, /Who thought I
would fall a slave to demon alcohol."). Blissful apathy is the
central theme of "Holruay",
(" And the sea's an open sewer, /
But I really couldn't care, / I'm
breathing through my mouth so
I don't have to sniff the air,").
In fact, all of the songs could
stand out individually because
of the unique storytelling qualities which Davies has imparted
to each of them.
The arrangements are very
loosely - textured with exquisite
spontaneous but firmly-controlled musicianship from th,e members to lend a breezy, care-free
aura which is practically unheard of in most studio recordings.
•
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Coffeehouse a Pleasent Change -in Campus Life
There were about 15 of us present this past
Friday night as the Gorham coffee house open-·
ed its second weekend with a fine folk guitarist, Doug Rimes. We had met his companions-two rather piquant young chicks---earlier when
one of them dropped in the office adjacent to
the house asking if we had a corkscrew. Although we couldn't oblige, we were persuaded
to drop by early to hear Doug ...and wev.were
glad we-did.
It was a pleasant atmosphere-Doug sat in
the center of the house with no electric garbage
to amplify his voice or his instrument. It was
simply a people to people concert, with the au. dience small and receptive; the artist willing to
keep the intimacy of the house within ourselves
for that short time before the crowds came.
He mixed old folk with new ...Buffy St. Marie with Paul Simon, Kris Kristoferson, Bob Dylan. It was a soft first hour, mildly reminiscent
of a certain Corthell lounge that has long since
become the victim of ''progress" .
The room itself lent to the air of being away
from the daily zoo that is called 'our university'
with no attatchment. There were no local politics, no newspapers hassle, no boozy interludes.
You could look around and see people relaxing. "Isn't this the way campus life should be",
you wondered half aloud. Damn right it is!
Kathy Monahan, the administrator who is a
student's best friend, could be seen wandering
in and about the tables , encouraging conversations and watching the scene with a bit of justifiable pride. She is an administrator that gets
visible results ... a welcome sign in this university.
The lounge will be open every Friday and
· Saturday night with student and local entertainment. It's there for you at no cost. Take a
night off on the weekend and get away on campus. -I t'll make yeur whole week seem better.

"Rivals" Go
to D.C.
The University of Maine at Orono's Maine Masque
Theatre has been notified that it is one of three New
England schools ·which will be oonsidered for the American College Theatre Festival in Washington, D.C.,
next spring.
The Masque's most recent production, Richard
Brinsley Sheridan's "The Rivals," was selected as one
of the three plays which will represent New England
when the final selections are made in February. The
other two New England productions recommended
are Dartmouth College's "The Blood Knot" and Middlebury College's "The Cherry Orchard."
"The Rivals" was presented on the Orono campus
Dec. 7 to 11, and was directed by Dr. James S. Bost
of the theatre division of the speech department.
The festival, which is in its fourth year, is presented by the John F. Kennedy Center for the Pert6rming Arts and the Smithsonian Institution in cooperation with the American National Theatre Academy
and the American Theatre Association. Sponsors are
American Airlines, American Express and American
Oil Company.
This is the second year that the Maine Masque has •.
participated in the regional competition with apprixi
·participated in the regional competition with approximately 250 other 'Schools ' throughout the country,
which is . divided into 13 regions : Three schools are
chosen from each region by a committee of three
judges who submit their recommendations to a central _c ommittee. Final selection of 10 schools from
the 39 regional winners will be made Feb. 25 and 26
when the central committee and the regional chairmen meet in Washington.

"

There are two openings at the Gorham Student Center for Student Aids-contact Mr.
VanAmbq.rg, at the Portland campus-ext.353~
Gorham Center-ext. 485.

-

Above ... Jim Otter and Tom Wheeler take
tape readings while working on the Coffee
House over Intercession ...
· Right ... Freddie Conti and Wheeler ponder
how to get around air vent without puncturing it when shingling ...

WGOR Gets $3000
Funding for Year ...
The student run and managed radio station
received a boost in the arm last Friday when
SAC appropriated ·over $3000 in fu~ding in
order to get WGOR on the air.
Planned to be located on the Gorham Campus, the station is asking for space in the student lounge exactly opposite the new Coffee
House.
·
The Lounge offices woulfi house turntables, transmitter, storage -areas, the a<fministrafive offic es, and ~
the control room for the FM station. It would cover
an area from the front right windows of the lounge
to the back door of the student conference room.
Hopefully, the format of the station will be similiar to that which identified .the. station last fall :w.hf>.ti
they were broadcasting out of Anderson Hall.
Right now, the staff is mainly working on getting
a construction· permit and obtaining an FCC License
to allow standard broadcasting. ·

office

'

NAME THE COFFEEHOUSEE. ..
WIN A OUICK TEN SPOT!

*********n**********************
SUBMIT YOUR NAME TO KATHY
MONAHANINTHEGORHAM

LOUNGE AS SOON AS YOU
CREATE THE MONIKER!

*********************************
(The favorite is The Hog's Breath)
*********************************

B~ Someone Special ....
·an officer in today's
NEW. NAVY
The Navy•s Officer Programs
section for New · E_ngland is 110w
open for testing on Saturdays
from sa.m. to 2p.m . . ·
Thes., extra hours allow · you
to test for any Navy officer
progi:_am. · from OCS · to Aviation
to Engineering. at a time
convenient to you.
For an appointment, call
> 223 6216, or write to:

: (617

Features pizzas and Italian sandwiches
Delivery betw"'1 9 and 11 p.m.
with minimum order of $5.00

\

Anyone interested in working on the Student
Union Board contact Mr. VanAmburg either
at the Gorham Student Center or the Student
Union at Pop;l~d.

control room

I

Open

noon to 1 a.m. seven days a week
tel. 839-6062

Officer Programs
Navy Recruiting Station
575
Technology Square
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

:YOU ,, really count in
today's NEW NAVY

lntramurals Enter
Final Week
Although there is still more than a week left before
the start of the intramusal basketball playoffs, three
teams, TK.E, Barabas, and the Coygars seem sure to
capture their respective divisions.
TKE has been on top all season long and is currently
8-0. Bob Rhoades and the Holden brothers, Don and
Bob, liave been instrumental all season long as TKE has
finally established themselves as the basketball power
after so many doldrum years.
·
· Grand Cosmos seems to be the only other team in
the league that can match TKE--..man to man. In their
only meeting this season, the Cosmos forged ahead at
various points only to have TKE finish strong. Grand
Cosmos is 7-1 and has been led by Greg (Willis) Reid,
Greg Herbert, Paus Lawrence, and Bill McGee. There
is a battle for the other two playoff spots between the
Frosh Heads, Delta Chi, Phi Mu Delta "Patriots" •and
the Phi Mu Delta Jets. •·
The B League has been divided into two-divisions bes
cause of the teams competing in this league.
The Cougars lead Division II with a 6-0 record. They
have clinched first place with three games to play.
Doug Bearce, Karl Frank, and Dan Hupp have been
key figures in their teain's success. The other playoff
spot in Division U is uncertain at this time with Herman's Hawks, the Knicks, TK.E Vitamins, and the Hogs
B battling it out.
·
Barabas with a 8-0 record has nailed down first place
in Division I. Barabas has scored at the rate of 71
points a game while allowing opponents just 28. Their
closest game was a 58 -·3 4·victory over the Wings. Lars
Jonassen, Ron Lewis and Larry ·Haag have be·eri consis- ·
tent performers for piis undefeated combine: ·
The ? with the league's top scores Dick McLain, and
:the Phi Mu Delta Mules .are the only teams contesting
the final playoff spot in Division I.
Next week: A special look at the upcoming playoffs.

Paul Whitmore and Greg Welch have been chosen to
captain the 1972 UMPGtennis team. Whitmore, a senior, has won 31 of 35 matches in three years and has
been named to the All-Conference team twine.
Welch, a junior from So. Portland, has been UMP's
most consistent performer winning all but three
matches in two seasons. Greg is figured to be a key figure in the team's plans of winning their second consecutive conference championship.

Whitmore Predicts Basketball Scores for IM
Mules vs TKE Zeros - The Mules are too good to 1
lose to the hapless Zeros. ,
Phi Mu Jets vs TKE A.::. The Jets could give TKE a
contest but. probably will not unless they can stop
Rhoades and keep him away from the boards.

Phi Mu Jets vs Faculty:- The Faculty will lose again
as the Jets make their late season charge.
TKE Zeros vs TKE Vitamins - The Vitamins have
too much talents for the talentless Zeroes. With luck
the Zeros will reach double figures.

Barabas vs Cougars
These two teams will have no
losses between them when they meet for what will be a
preview of the playoffs. Both teams are _multi-talented
and both teams will want this one even if it is for onfy
prestige ,as both teams will end up in first place. This
will be the best B l.ea!Jlle game of the season. It can
only be rated as a tossup!
Frosh B vs TKE Vitamins - The Frosh will iose•again to the powerful Vitamins.

Frosh Heads vs Delta Chi - The Heads have a good
chance to make the playoffs but so does Delta Chi.
The Frosh will edge DX in this contest.
? vs Cougars - The Cougars are too strong for the
McLain led?.
Hogs B vs Herman's Hawks - An interesting and crucial contest with the Hawks coming out on top.
·
Bovine's All-Stars vs Bears - The Bears' are the most
improved team this semester. They should take this
one easily.

Faculty vs Phi Mu Patriots - The Patriots will de• soundly. No contest!
feat the faculty
. Hogs B vs Cougars - The Cougars have ·too much for
the Hogs.
Grand Cosmos vs Frosh Heads - Grand Cosmos will
outrebound the small Heads. This should be the difference in the game.
Bovine's All-Stars vs Wings - The Wings will win quite
easily as they make a late season charge.
Randy Judkins won his first Intramural Table Tennis
TKE Negatives vs Knicks - The Negatives will not
championship when he defeated R,'}I:) Blouin 21-19,
score enough to defeat the playoff bound Knicks.
22-20 in the final match. Judkins was undefeated
? vs Bears - The ·Bears will edge the ? in a rough
in the double-elimination classic as he won some close
game. Tom Underwood may make the difference fo,
contests from some fine players. Lance Merrifiel,;.I, last the-Bears.
year's finalist, lost to Randy 16-21, 21-11, 22-20.
Randy's best match, however, was his 25-27, 25-23,
21-16 win over Dan Hupp of Phi Mu Delta. Judkins
fine defense and offensive strategy helped him in some
clutch situations as he simply outlasted many of his
opponents.

Phi Mu Jets vs Grand Cosmos - The Cosmos will win
thi~ one. TIµs should be a rough game as both teams
have rugged rebounders.
TKE A \Js Frosh Heads - The Freshmen need this
game but TKE has just too much depth for them.
Mules vs TKE Vitamins - The Vitamins will win a
coose contest.
Frosh B vs Knicks - The Knicks will destroy the
Frosh B.
..
TKE Negatives vs Wings - This will be a good contest. The Wings have had tough luck but should have
no trouble defeating· the Negatives.
Delta Chi Vs Hogs A - Delta Chi will have to stop
Hariey Johnsdn is they are to win. The Hogs don't
have any other big scorers to pick up the slack. DX
will edge the Hogs.
,,

INTERNATIONAL TEACHING

All women interested in trying out for the badminton team, please report to Hill Gymnasium, Gorham on Monday, January 24 at 4:00 p.m.
If unable to make this practice, please contact
Mrs. Gallagher at Hill Gym or leave a message.

The only comprehensive, authoritative, and coovril!hted sourcebook and Emolover Directory available on the subject of overseas opportunities for educators. Includes General requirements, locations, salaries, benefits, etc., for teachers, administrators, and Adv:sors needed in EUROPE-ENGLAND-JAP AN-SOUT-H AMERICA-AFRICA-ASIA
and over 150 other countries. Often experiencsunnecessary ... Instuction in English most
always... All disciplines and grade levels. Over 15,000 persons will be hired in the next
few months. This professional publication available in the UMPG-Gorham Bookstore
now!! All new Third Edition just published.

Anyone interested in forming a gymnastics club,
please contact Ken Saccone in 102 Woodward Hall
any time after 5:00 p.m .

··- -
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Univ. of Main,e at Portland-Gorham
Gorham, Me. 04038

ON SALE NOW IN YOUR
LOCAL BOOKSTORES•.. -
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